Navjyoti's 2012 - 2013 budget (please vote)

Chandan Dasgupta <dasguptachandan@gmail.com>  
Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 3:48 PM  
To: Unmesh Jadhav <unmeshj@gmail.com>, Pratik Agrawal <pratikchicago@gmail.com>, chicago projects <chicago.projects@ashanet.org>, Nandita Agrawal <nandita.s.agrawal@gmail.com>, Rohit Dak <rohitdak@gmail.com>, "Chicago Chapter, Asha" <chicago@ashanet.org>, Tara Pai <taraforashachicago@gmail.com>, Radhika Krishnaswamy <finoci@gmail.com>, Chicago Treasurer <chicago.treasurer@ashanet.org>, Tata Venkata <tatavsr@gmail.com>

Hi everyone,

(also attached)

This budget includes 3 things:  
1. The annual budget (Rs. 9,90,000)  
2. Budget for running the vocational summer training camp for women (Rs. 50,000)  
3. Nandlal ji's fellowship which Austin could not support (Rs. 83,750)

Thus the net total is Rs. 11,23,750 which is approx. $20431 (with exchange rate of Rs. 55/-)

Let me know if you have any questions or concerns. Please cast your vote by replying to this email.

Thanks,
Chandan
Navjyoti's 2012 - 2013 budget (please vote)

Tata Venkata <chicago.projects@ashanet.org>  Thu, Jul 12, 2012 at 8:54 PM
To: Chandan Dasgupta <dasguptachandan@gmail.com>

   Chandan, I agree. Do we need a formal poll inn the yahoo website?

   Tata

[Quoted text hidden]
Navjyoti’s 2012 - 2013 budget (please vote)

Tara Pai <taraforashachicago@gmail.com> Sat, Jul 14, 2012 at 7:26 PM
To: Chandan Dasgupta <dasguptachandan@gmail.com>
Cc: Unmesh Jadhav <unmeshj@gmail.com>, Pratik Agrawal <pratikchicago@gmail.com>, chicago projects
<chicago.projects@ashanet.org>, Nandita Agrawal <nandita.s.agrawal@gmail.com>, Rohit Dak
(rohitudak@gmail.com>, "Chicago Chapter, Asha" <chicago@ashanet.org>, Radhika Krishnaswamy
<finoci@gmail.com>, Chicago Treasurer <chicago.treasurer@ashanet.org>, Tata Venkata <tatavsr@gmail.com>

I'm alright with this.
THanks Chandan.

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 3:48 PM, Chandan Dasgupta <dasguptachandan@gmail.com> wrote:
[Quoted text hidden]

--
Tara Pai

For:
Team Asha Chicago(http://ashanet.org/chicago/blogs/teamashachicago/)

Asha Chicago
http://www.ashanet.org/chicago/index.php
Help me reach my fundraising goal by donating to Asha for Education via the link below:
http://ashanet.org/chicago/blogs/teamashachicago/runners/tara-pai/
Navjyoti's 2012 - 2013 budget (please vote)

Nandita Swarup <nan.swarup@gmail.com>  
Fri, Jul 20, 2012 at 10:40 AM  
To: Chandan Dasgupta <dasguptachandan@gmail.com>  
Cc: Tara Pai <taraforashachicago@gmail.com>, Unmesh Jadhav <unmeshj@gmail.com>, Pratik Agrawal <pratikchicago@gmail.com>, chicago projects <chicago.projects@ashanet.org>, Rohit Dak <rohitdak@gmail.com>, "Chicago Chapter, Asha" <chicago@ashanet.org>, Radhika Krishnaswamy <finoci@gmail.com>, Chicago Treasurer <chicago.treasurer@ashanet.org>

Looks good. You have my vote Chandan..

[Quoted text hidden]

--

Nandita
Navjyoti's 2012 - 2013 budget (please vote)

Radhika Krishnaswamy <finoci@gmail.com>  
To: Nandita Swarup <nan.swarup@gmail.com>  
Cc: Chandan Dasgupta <dasguptachandan@gmail.com>, Tara Pai <taraforashachicago@gmail.com>, Unmesh Jadhav <unmeshj@gmail.com>, Pratik Agrawal <pratikchicago@gmail.com>, chicago projects <chicago.projects@ashanet.org>, Rohit Dak <rohitdak@gmail.com>, "Chicago Chapter, Asha" <chicago@ashanet.org>, Chicago Treasurer <chicago.treasurer@ashanet.org>

I took a look at the budget too. Please count my vote as well, Chandan.

Thanks,
Radhika

[Quoted text hidden]
Navjyoti's 2012 - 2013 budget (please vote)

Unmesh Jadhav <unmeshj@gmail.com>  Sat, Jul 21, 2012 at 6:56 PM
To: Radhika Krishnaswamy <finoci@gmail.com>
Cc: Nandita Swarup <nan.swarup@gmail.com>, Chandan Dasgupta <dasguptachandan@gmail.com>, Tara Pai <taraforashachicago@gmail.com>, Pratik Agrawal <pratikchicago@gmail.com>, chicago projects <chicago.projects@ashanet.org>, Rohit Dak <rohitdak@gmail.com>, "Chicago Chapter, Asha" <chicago@ashanet.org>, Chicago Treasurer <chicago.treasurer@ashanet.org>

Hey Chandan,

This looks good to me too.

Thanks,

Unmesh

On Sat, Jul 21, 2012 at 6:10 PM, Radhika Krishnaswamy <finoci@gmail.com> wrote:
I took a look at the budget too. Please count my vote as well, Chandan.

Thanks,
Radhika

On Fri, Jul 20, 2012 at 11:40 AM, Nandita Swarup <nan.swarup@gmail.com> wrote:
Looks good. You have my vote Chandan..

On 20 July 2012 10:16, Chandan Dasgupta <dasguptachandan@gmail.com> wrote:
Please cast your votes by this weekend.

On Tue, Jul 17, 2012 at 10:54 AM, Chandan Dasgupta <dasguptachandan@gmail.com> wrote:
Thanks for your votes. I have two votes till now. Can the others please vote by replying to this email as soon as possible?

- Chandan

On Sat, Jul 14, 2012 at 7:26 PM, Tara Pai <taraforashachicago@gmail.com> wrote:
I'm alright with this.
THanks Chandan.

On Mon, Jul 9, 2012 at 3:48 PM, Chandan Dasgupta <dasguptachandan@gmail.com> wrote:
Hi everyone,

(also attached)

This budget includes 3 things:
1. The annual budget (Rs. 9,90,000)
2. Budget for running the vocational summer training camp for women (Rs. 50,000)
3. Nandlal ji’s fellowship which Austin could not support (Rs. 83,750)
Thus the net total is Rs. 11,23,750 which is approx. **$20431** (with exchange rate of Rs. 55/-)

Let me know if you have any questions or concerns. Please cast your vote by replying to this email.

Thanks,
Chandan

--
Tara Pai

For:
Team Asha Chicago(\[http://ashanet.org/chicago/blogs/teamashachicago/\])

Asha Chicago
\[http://www.ashanet.org/chicago/index.php\]
Help me reach my fundraising goal by donating to Asha for Education via the link below:
\[http://ashanet.org/chicago/blogs/teamashachicago/runners/tara-pai/\]

--
Nandita